




















































































































153gn(y)棉 )≦p≦ 153Inx(y)tp(yi) (4)
が成立する｡更に､もしmi nl≦i≦n(y)ip(y%)<maxl≦l≦n(y)tp(yi)ならば









































































































































































































































































Progressive Taxation and Income Inequality:
The Intermediate View of Inequality
Tateo Yoshida
Abstract. It is known that the post-tax income is more equally dis-
tributed than pre-tax income according to any p,-invariant inequality
index satisfying Dalton's principle of transfers, if, and only if, a tax
function is progressive for p,-inequality (Pfingsten [8]). This paper pro-
vides a rigorous formulation of the equivalence, both in strong and weak
form. We show that any non-equally distributed pre-tax income distri-
bution is dominated by the resulting post-tax income distribution in the
sense of the p, - Lorenz criterion if, and only if, a tax function satis-
fies both (a)incentive preserving taxation and (b )p1'Ogressive taxation for
p,-inequality.
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